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Continent Deformation Due to Earthquake Cycle and
Landscape Evolution∗
Vineet K. Gahalaut

Surface topography (whether subaerial or submarine) is a
product of plate tectonic, geological, climate and surface processes. Plate tectonic processes, predominantly operated
through earthquake cycle, dominate, at least in the seismically active regions, and are responsible for a significant amount
of topography build up. On a shorter time scale, they appear to cause devastation, but on a longer time scale, they
lead to the development of diverse landscapes which not only
makes them look beautiful but also inhabitable. The topography build-up, due to deformation caused by earthquake
processes, depends upon the mechanism of deformation and
earthquake occurrence. The earthquake occurrence mechanism is different in the plate boundary regions as compared
to that in the plate interior regions. Here in this article, I discuss the nuances of crustal deformation in the interplate and
intraplate regions in the context of India and India plate.
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1. Introduction
We enjoy holidaying in the Himalaya, or in the Andaman island
belt. The diverse landscape and diversity in the flora and fauna
attract us. However, many a time we do not realise what actually causes such diversity. We just enjoy the diverse climate and
scenic beauty of these regions and forget that the scenic landscape
and climate are the product of tectonic, geological, climate and
surface processes which occur through phases of active and quiescence periods. The active period could be short but could be very
dramatic (which can sometimes be disastrous, e.g., the occurrence
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Imagine life without
plate tectonic forces; we
wouldn’t be seeing the
beautiful Himalayan
ranges, no topography in
the north would have led
to less rainfall in the
region, less rainfall and
lack of eroded soil from
the mountains would
have made the plains less
fertile. Similarly, no
plate tectonic forces
would have deprived us
of the Andaman island
belt or the vast ocean
basins. Absence of
climate and surface
processes would have
deprived us of the
beautiful sand dunes of
the Thar desert or the flat
and fertile Indo-Gangetic
plains.
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of earthquakes, landslides, floods, etc.), while the quiescence periods are generally longer and calm but these are the periods when
preparations for those catastrophic events take place. It is the active period which changes the landscape most dramatically. If we
happen to witness any of the active phase (e.g., the occurrence of
a large magnitude earthquake), leading to loss of lives and property, then we are reminded of the power of these processes and
forces shaping the landscape. So the processes which shape these
beautiful and scenic landscapes, cause losses in a shorter time
scale while on a longer time scale, they make these places attractive, distinct and inhabitable. Imagine life without plate tectonic
forces; we wouldn’t be seeing the beautiful Himalayan ranges,
no topography in the north would have led to less rainfall in the
region, less rainfall and lack of eroded soil from the mountains
would have made the plains less fertile. Similarly, no plate tectonic forces would have deprived us of the Andaman island belt or
the vast ocean basins. Absence of climate and surface processes
would have deprived us of the beautiful sand dunes of the Thar
desert or the flat and fertile Indo-Gangetic plains.
It is now known that the landscape evolves in response to various
processes which can broadly be classified into three categories—
tectonic, geologic, climate and surface processes (Figure 1). Tectonic and geologic processes operate over a long time and involve
deeper levels of earth, while the climate and surface processes
(fluvial, mass wasting, glaciation, erosion, deposition, etc.) are
generally shallow, and sometimes may be confined in spatial extent. Also, sometimes they are influenced by anthropogenic activities. However, both, tectonic (and geologic) and climate (and
surface) processes, influence each other and often it is difficult
to distinguish their effects. They may work in tandem or one
may influence or lead to the other. For example, it was earlier
believed that the uplift of Himalaya and Tibet led to the cooling
and ice ages. But then this idea was challenged, and it was suggested that as the climate changed to more glacial conditions in
the late Cenozoic times, enhanced rates of erosion within mountain belts caused increased rates of valley incision, which in turn
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Figure 1.

A schematic
depth section across the
Indo-Gangetic plains, Himalaya and Tibetan plateau
showing the climate, surface
and tectonic processes in the
context of the India plate and
Himalayan region.

incited isostatic uplift of the residual peaks [1]. Amongst the two
processes, plate tectonic processes contribute the maximum and
operate largely through earthquake cycles. In this article, I attempt to explore the diverse nature of deformation in the India
plate boundary and interior regions. Broadly speaking, I attempt
to address as to how the continents deform in response to the
earthquake cycle. I acknowledge here that geologic processes
have also shaped the Indian landscape, e.g., the large Deccan volcanic region (occupying parts of Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh
and Gujarat), which developed some 65 million years ago (Mya)
due to plume activity. Similarly, the climate and surface processes
(which includes the erosional and depositional processes and also
the processes caused by human activities) also shape the landscape, e.g., Indo-Ganga flood plains or Thar desert. But, I will
confine the discussion to plate tectonics and earthquake deformation.

Earthquakes and Crustal Deformation Associated with India
Plate

The theory of plate
tectonics developed in
the 1960s suggests that
the seven major plates of
the Earth, which consists
of the crust and upper
part of the mantle are
moving continuously
with respect to each
other in response to
various plate driving
forces.

The theory of plate tectonics developed in the 1960s suggests that
the seven major plates of the Earth, which consists of the crust
and upper part of the mantle (extending up to a depth of ∼100–
120 km), are moving continuously with respect to each other in
response to various plate driving forces; convection current in the
mantle is one of the most prominent among them. In the process
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of relative motion between them, they interact with neighbouring
plates either through convergence (at subduction/collision zones)
or through divergence (at mid-oceanic ridges). At some places,
the two plates, slide past each other (e.g., the San Andreas fault
between the North American and Pacific plates). Majority of the
relative motion between the two plates, particularly at the subduction/collision boundaries, is accommodated through earthquakes,
as some of it is also accommodated in an aseismic manner (i.e.,
without causing earthquakes). The India plate is surrounded by
the Africa and Arabia plates to the west and Eurasia and Sunda
plates to the north and east (Figure 2). It rotates along a point
(known as the Euler pole) somewhere in Germany, due to which
the India plate moves at a rate of ∼5 cm/year in the northeast
direction and collides with the Eurasian plate in the north and
subducts under the Sunda plate in the east. This convergence
has led to the development of the Himalaya, the Indo-Burmese
mountain arc, and the Sumatra-Andaman island arc. Thus, the resulting topography is largely the outcome of the convergence process which is achieved by the episodic movement through earthquakes. Hence topography, earthquakes and deformation are all
linked together and are all outcome of plate tectonic movement
and other climate and surface processes. In the past two centuries,
1905 Kangra, 1934 Nepal-Bihar, 1950 Assam (now Arunachal),
2004 Sumatra Andaman, 2005 Kashmir and 2015 Gorkha earthquakes are the examples of major and great earthquakes of India
plate boundary region.
Other than plate
boundary regions,
continents deform
internally (and hence
earthquakes) and that
surprises all of us
because as per plate
tectonics theory, the
continent interiors
should not deform and
the deformation should
occur only at the plate
boundary.
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Other than plate boundary regions, continents deform internally
(and hence earthquakes) and that surprises all of us because as
per plate tectonics theory, the continent interiors should not deform and the deformation should occur only at the plate boundary. But now we understand that the continental interiors are
not rigid and have weak zones, in terms of faults. Besides this,
there are other factors (e.g., anthropogenic, meteorological and
climatic processes) which influence stress state in the plate interiors which can cause earthquakes and deformation. The 1819
Allah Bund, 1967 Koyna, 1970 Bharuch, 1993 Killari, 1997 Ja-
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Figure 2. India plate along

balpur, and 2001 Bhuj earthquakes are the examples of plate interior earthquakes. Thanks to seismological and geodetic observations, now we understand that there is a marked difference between the mechanism of earthquake occurrence and accompanying deformation in the plate boundary and plate interior regions.
Because of plate interaction at plate boundaries, earthquake frequency is large and so is the size of earthquakes. Larger the
frequency of earthquakes, more the deformation and hence more
pronounced the topography or the elevated landscape. Thus, topography is the proxy of the plate tectonics and the frequency of
earthquakes. This is the reason we observe high topography in the
plate boundary regions, e.g., the Himalayan region (Figure 2). In
the plate interior regions, the topography is not that prominent.
However, even the subdued and smooth topography in the plate
interior region implies that either the region was tectonically active earlier or/and could be active even now. Other than the difference in topography between the plate interior and the plate
boundary regions, which is directly linked to the earthquake activity (both in terms of number and magnitude), the mechanism
of earthquake occurrence or deformation is quite different in the
two regions. The basic difference is evident from the definition
itself. In the plate boundary regions, it is the interaction of two
plates which causes earthquakes and resulting deformation (hence
these earthquakes are referred to as the interplate earthquakes),
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with the surrounding Africa,
Antarctica, Sunda and Eurasia plates. India plate moves
towards the northeast at a
rate of ∼5 cm/year. The right
panel shows the zoomed version along with the earthquakes of magnitude more
than five from 1970 to 2020
from United States Geological Survey (USGS). Stars
mark the major and great
earthquakes of the past 200
years. Koyna, Bhuj, Jabalpur earthquakes are also
shown.

Larger the frequency of
earthquakes, more the
deformation and hence
more pronounced the
topography or the
elevated landscape.
Thus, topography is the
proxy of the plate
tectonics and the
frequency of
earthquakes. This is the
reason we observe high
topography in the plate
boundary regions.
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Majority of earthquakes
in the India plate
interiors occur in regions
with clear geomorphic
surface expressions in
terms of topography and
geological diversity.
These regions are
referred to as the
paleo/aborted/failed rift
regions.
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mass removal and isostatic
adjustment
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by erosion and ice melting),
mantle plume activity below
the crust, etc., is referred as
upwarping/flexure. Even the
horizontal plate tectonic forces
may cause flexure of the plates.
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whereas in the plate interior regions, it is the weak zones and
mass heterogeneities due to its geological evolution within the
plate which cause earthquakes and resulting deformation (hence
these earthquakes are referred to as the intraplate earthquakes).
Majority of earthquakes in the India plate interiors occur in regions with clear geomorphic surface expressions in terms of topography and geological diversity. These regions are referred to
as the paleo/aborted/failed rift regions; prominent of them are,
the Narmada Son failed rift, Kachchh failed rift, Godavari failed
rift, and Mahanadi failed rift. They all developed as nascent rifts
sometime in the late Triassic period (∼ 220 Mya) when India plate
was breaking away from the Africa and Antarctica plates during
the Gondwana land breakup. However, due to some change in
the direction of motion of the India plate, sometime in late Cretaceous period (∼ 100 My ago), the rifting could not sustain along
these regions and the India plate continued its journey northward
as a single plate. Had the rifting along those regions continued,
the extent and shape of India plate would have been different, and
possibly we would not have been referring it as the India plate,
but by some other name.
Nevertheless, these regions developed some weak planes through
which high-density material from beneath came out, thus causing
mass heterogeneities. Because of the continuous ongoing Indian
plate movement, these regions accumulate strain and produce deformation and earthquakes along the failed rift zones. However, a
large part of the topography in these regions (e.g., Vindhyan, Aravalli and Satpura mountain regions) is the relic of past geological
and surface processes and currently, earthquakes contribute very
little. We also see mountain chains close to the east and west
coast of India. It is considered that this topography represents the
retreated rifted margins of India which India plate once shared
with other continents during the Gondwana break up. Thus the
built-up topography in these regions is mainly due to previous
episodes of plate tectonic processes, and currently, erosion and
crustal upwarping/flexure1 modify it. The seismicity in some
such regions is largely due to processes other than plate tectonics.
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Then, there are regions which have experienced strong and damaging earthquakes (e.g., the 1993 Latur earthquake) but do not
exhibit any pronounced topography or do not have any geomorphic expression on the surface. These earthquakes do not appear
to be linked with any known paleo structure and are truly stable
continental region earthquakes.

Deformation Mechanism
The basic tenet of earthquake mechanism and deformation is the
elastic rebound theory [2]. After the 1906 San Francisco earthquake, it was observed that the earthquake caused an offset in a
fence that was built across the San Andreas fault. Henry Fielding Reid, Professor of Geology at Johns Hopkins University, concluded that the earthquake must have involved an ‘elastic rebound’
of previously stored elastic strain (Figure 3). It was as early as
1819, during the Allah Bund earthquake in the Rann of Kutch,
when a fault scarp was noticed and was ascribed to the earthquake, but it took another ∼100 years to understand the mechanism and to formulate the elastic rebound theory in 1910. It
may be noted here that at that time, the theory of plate tectonics was not in place and we had no idea how earthquakes occur.
The concept of elastic rebound theory is applicable both to intraplate (plate interiors) and interplate (plate boundary) regions.
However, only the mechanism of deformation is different in the
two regions. The basic difference in the deformation in the two
regions is that the deformation is large, widespread and almost
uniform (over a long span of time and space) in the plate boundary region along the lithospheric scale faults, whereas that in the
intraplate plate, it may be small, localized and non-uniform (both
in space and time). I elaborate it further by citing a few examples.

The basic tenet of
earthquake mechanism
and deformation is the
elastic rebound theory.

In the plate boundary region, it is the relative motion between the
two plates which accumulates as strain at plate boundary and gets
released during the earthquake. This is referred to as the ‘stick’
and ‘slip’ motion and causes convergence between the two plates
(Figure 4a). I cite an example from the Garhwal-Kumaun Hi-
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Figure 3. Demonstration
of elastic rebound theory.
The fence across a fault gets
strained (before the earthquake), and then the earthquake occurrence causes an
offset (after the earthquake).
The two arrows show the
motion of two plates across
the fault.

malaya here. Geological investigations in the region suggest that
a long term convergence rate between the Indian plate and southern Tibet is ∼18 mm/year. As per the elastic rebound theory, this
convergence is achieved through strain accumulation (stick) and
release (slip) mechanism. Thus in the interseismic period of strain
accumulation, the underneath fault should be locked and should
accumulate elastic strain (i.e., recoverable deformation) at the slip
deficit rate of ∼18 mm/year. This deficit will accumulate over a
long period (say a few hundred years) until the strain reaches the
strength of the rocks and then suddenly the accumulated strain is
released during a great or major earthquake (i.e., coseismically).
Thus the released strain balances the slip deficit accumulated in
the interseismic period. Since the accumulated strain is elastic,
the displacement rate across a region should exhibit a gradient in
the rate, increasing from south to north (Figure 5). At the extreme
north, where the underneath fault is not locked, it should correspond to the convergence rate of ∼18 mm/year. In Figure 5, the
variation in GPS measurement rates along an arc normal profile
exactly exhibits that type of behaviour. The deformation rate is
close to zero at sites which are either on the India plate or on the
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Figure 4.

southern extreme of the Himalayan wedge. The velocity at sites
increases gradually and reaches to a value of ∼14 mm/year, and
does not increase any further, which actually corresponds to the
convergence rate of ∼18 mm/year. The basic feature of the deformation profile exhibiting strain accumulation is that the far off
sites from the strain accumulating fault show convergence, even
though the fault is locked.
In contrast to the interplate regions, there may not be a longdistance convergence across a strain accumulating region in the
intraplate regions. Thus, earthquakes in these regions may occur due to tectonic (e.g., internal plate deformation across weak
zones) along with geologic (e.g., mass heterogeneity), climate
and surface (e.g., erosion leading to flexure/upwarping) processes.
In the context of the India plate, the deformation in the intraplate
region can be classified using three models [3].
(1) The random model (Figure 4b), defined by the lack of significant lithospheric structure with no apparent geomorphic expression. The seismicity in such cases could be spatially and temporally random. The 1993 Killari (Latur) earthquake comes under
this category. Sizes of such earthquakes are generally moderate
to strong and their occurrence is random and rare. Nevertheless,
such earthquakes pose the maximum hazard as they occur at unexpected places and take people by surprise. Our understanding
of such earthquakes is minimal. The deformation caused by these
events is highly localized, and the region may not witness an-
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Geodynamic
models described by the
relationship among earthquake characteristics, and
tectonic structures.
(a)
Plate boundary:
Earthquakes are associated with
large-scale
lithospheric
structures.
(b) Random:
Large earthquakes can
occur anywhere, but their
magnitudes and recurrence
intervals are limited by the
low strain rate (e.g., Killari
earthquake). (c) Localized
weak zones: Earthquakes
occur along small, local
structures associated with a
weak zone in the otherwise
strong lithosphere (e.g.,
Koyna-Warna region). (d)
Large scale weak zones:
Earthquakes focus along
long paleotectonic structures (e.g., the Narmada
Son or Kutch failed rift)
associated with a weak
layer in the lower crust
and/or upper mantle. Lateral
variations in lithospheric
strength concentrate strain
along the structures [3].
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Figure 5.

Horizontal
displacement rates with
reference to the India plate
at GPS sites are shown with
black arrows. Open circles
and dots are the earthquakes
from ISC catalogue during
period 1964–2015. Contour
of 3.5 km topography is
shown by a light blue
line. PT2 (physiographic
transition) is also shown
with brick red colour.
Right panel shows the arc
normal site velocity along
a composite profile in the
arc normal direction. The
continuous curve simulates
the effect of full locking
of a 100 km wide Main
Himalayan Thrust (MHT)
beneath the outer and
lesser Himalaya with a slip
deficit rate of 18 mm/year.
MFT–Main Frontal Thrust,
MBT–Main
Boundary
Thrust, MCT–Main Central
Thrust [6].
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other earthquake in the next few hundred or thousand years and
may not even show the evidence of renewed strain accumulation.
These earthquakes and their corresponding deformation migrate
in space and time.
(2) The localized weak zone model (Figure 4c) assumes that earthquakes are limited to small areas of crustal weakness (e.g., the
Koyna Warna region in Maharashtra). The deformation is very
low (less than 1 mm/year) and localized. Even these regions may
or may not have clear geomorphic expression and may experience
repeated earthquakes in one’s lifetime. The Koyna Warna region
where a strong earthquake occurred in 1967 is a good example of
this category. The region is about 20 km long, and the GPS measurements across it show a relative motion of less than 1 mm/year
[4].
(3) The large-scale weak zone model (Figure 4d) is characterized
by moderate strain concentration (a few mm/year) across the major paleo-rift regions (e.g., Kutch, Narmada Son, Godavari) with
clear geomorphic expression. These regions may experience major earthquakes that can cause huge damage, e.g., the 1881 Allah Bund and 2001 Bhuj earthquakes. Other examples of moderate magnitude earthquakes in such regions are the 1970 Bharuch,
1956 Anjar, 1997 Jabalpur, 1936 Satpura and 1969 Bhadrachalam
earthquakes. It is possible that due to the compression exerted by
the northeastward moving India plate, the entire failed rift may
not be active at all times. The earthquakes and corresponding deformation may migrate along the failed rift, thus exhibiting spatial
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Figure 6. GPS measurements of crustal deformation
(2006/09–2016) from the
Kutch and adjoining region.
Estimates of site velocity
are shown in the Indian
reference frame.
Focal
mechanism solutions of
the 2001 Bhuj and 1956
and temporal variations in strain rate. I cite here an example of Anjar earthquakes are also
the Kutch region [5]. The GPS measurements of crustal defor- shown. Red filled circles
mation here suggest that the Kutch paleo rift is under regional are the aftershocks of the
compression from both sides at a rate of ∼4–5 mm/year (Figure 2001 Bhuj earthquake
(2001–2016). Stars denote
6).
historical earthquakes of
past 200 years. Yellow lines
are the major faults in the
Concluding Remarks
region. Right panel shows
the variation of northward
Elastic rebound theory and plate tectonics explain the earthquake site velocity along a northprocess and deformation associated with it. The two theories and south profile. The three
the available geodetic data also help in differentiating the defor- curves show the modelled
mation mechanism between the interplate and intraplate earth- response of slip on faults
quakes (Figure 7). However, even now the mechanism of in- on either sides of the paleotraplate earthquakes is not fully understood, particularly in case rift. Lower panel shows
of randomly occurring earthquakes. Probably the resolution of a schematic depth section
across the Kutch paleo-rift
geodetic data is not precise enough even now to capture the suband location of faults on the
mm/year level deformation associated with these earthquakes. Other
paleo-rift flanks. Locations
questions pertaining to crustal deformation due to earthquake proof 1845, 1956, 2001 and
cesses are: Do the rates of deformation remain steady over time? 1819 earthquakes are only
Do all faults in a region rupture regularly and produce similar representative. Topography
magnitude earthquakes? Can we really define the maximum mag- is exaggerated. KHF–Katrol
nitude earthquake for each fault and does it remain steady over Hill Fault, KMF–Kutch
time? Does the behavior of earthquakes and deformation remain Mainland Fault, ABF–Allah
similar on a fault over several earthquake cycles? And the biggest Bund fault, NPF– Nagar
question is: Can we predict earthquakes by monitoring deforma- Parkar Fault [5].

tion in a region? We are still exploring the answers to these questions.
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Figure 7. Difference in the
interplate and intraplate deformation during interseismic period.
The interplate deformation is generally wide spread, large, and
show long distance offset
whereas, the intraplate deformation is localised, small
and does not show any offset. Lower part of the figure
shows the locked faults in
the two scenarios in a depth
section.
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